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Abstract
This paper analyzes a social insurance system that integrates unemployment insurance with a
pension program, allowing workers to borrow against their future wage income to finance
consumption during an unemployment episode and thus improving search incentives while
reducing the risks arising from unemployment. This paper identifies the conditions under which
integration improves welfare and the factors which determine the optimal degree of integration.
We show that when the duration of unemployment is very short compared to the period of
employment or retirement, the optimal system involves exclusive reliance on pension-funded selfinsurance. This system imposes a negligible risk burden for workers while avoiding attenuating
search incentives. We also argue that joint integration of several social insurance programs with a
pension program through an individual account is desirable unless the risks are perfectly correlated
with each other.
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1. Introduction
The East Asian crisis brought home to much of the developing world a lesson that the
Great Depression brought home to more advanced countries 70 years ago—the importance
of a safety net. But as countries like Korea go about constructing their safety nets, they are
cognizant of the complaints that have been raised against unemployment insurance
systems: they attenuate incentives. To be sure, there are adverse incentive effects (or, as
they are today generally referred to, moral hazard effects) in all insurance programs. What
worries critics is that the risk reduction benefits might, on the face of it, be outweighed by
the adverse incentive effects. For most individuals, a typical spell of unemployment is less
than 6 months (and that spell would presumably be shorter, possibly much shorter in the
absence of unemployment insurance.) Over a working time of, say, 45 years, an individual
with three such spells would lose perhaps 4% of his lifetime income—a risk which
presumably the individual could easily absorb if he had sufficient savings or could borrow
against future earnings. With the bulk of savings used for retirement, and mostly dedicated
to social security programs, the amount individuals have to buffer themselves against these
income shocks is limited; and well-documented limitations in capital markets make it
difficult for individuals to borrow much against future earnings. Thus compulsory old age
public pension programs, while they help resolve one problem–the tendency of individuals
not to save enough for their old age, because of the possibility of public bbail-outsQ2–
exacerbate another.
This naturally leads to the suggestion of an integrated unemployment and pension
program, which we will call the integrated unemployment insurance (UI) system. Such
integration makes particular sense with individual accounts, which are increasingly
forming the basis of even public pension programs.3 In such programs, benefits are
related to contributions by simple formulae; in the simplest form, there is no
redistribution. Such programs are like defined contribution pension programs, though
some of the contributions can be used to bpurchaseQ insurance (e.g. against inflation or
interest rate fluctuations) which is not available on the market. Although it would be
simple to impose redistributions on top, for simplicity, this paper ignores the
redistributive components.4
Under the integrated UI program, an individual who is unemployed can have his
unemployment payments taken out of his individual account. Thus, the individual obtains
2

Individuals who find their incomes in retirement insufficient because of a failure to save, or because they have
invested in risky assets which have failed, will receive some form of assistance from the government. That is, if
society feels that it cannot let those with inadequate income to support themselves in their retirement suffer
excessively, individuals know that if they do not save, or if they invest in risky assets that fail to yield a return,
they will be dbailed out.T This creates a moral hazard problem, which can be mitigated through forced savings
programs which restrict the extent of risk taking. Typical public pension (social security) programs represent a
simplified version of such restrictions; individuals must dsaveT a certain amount, and the proceeds are invested in
treasury bills. See Stiglitz (1993).
3
See Orzag et al. (1999) and Feldstein (1995) for a more general discussion. Folster and Trofimov (1999) also
presented a theoretical analysis of individual savings accounts for social insurance.
4
Note that any redistribution imposed involves some efficiency costs. See Stiglitz (1999). Some of the detailed
redistribution issues associated with the integration will be discussed later in this paper.
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the liquidity to maintain his standard of living; the compulsory and universal nature of the
contributions provides, in effect, perfect collateral, so that early on in his life, his account
balance could become negative. Because normally the risk is small, the individual can bear
this risk—when it is spread out over his entire life; and since the individual bears the risk,
there is no attenuation of job search incentives.5
If, however, the loss from unemployment is substantial, it is optimal to have some true
unemployment insurance—the individual should not bear the cost even over his lifetime.
In general, individuals should not rely exclusively on the pension-funded self-insurance
provided by an integrated UI system. (In this paper we take this dlifetimeT unemployment
insurance to be tax-funded, but the results would be identical with a mandatory private
insurance program with competitively determined premia.6)
We characterize in this paper the optimal mix of the two types of unemployment
benefits—tax-funded UI benefit and pension-funded borrowing (a form of selfinsurance7), and to identify the circumstances in which integration is relevant (that is,
welfare enhancing). The lower the risk-aversion, or the greater the elasticity of
reemployment with respect to the insurance benefit, the less reliance should be
placed on tax-funded insurance as opposed to (what might be viewed as implicit)
pension-funded self-insurance. In an extreme case, if a worker is risk-neutral, then
there should be no need for tax-funded unemployment insurance, and if there is no
incentive problem associated with unemployment insurance, there is no need to rely
on pension-funded self-insurance. Not surprisingly, the larger the risk, which in turn
is related to the length of the period of unemployment relative to the working
period, the greater the need for tax-funded insurance. In the limit, if the period of
unemployment is vanishingly minute, then the individual can bear all the risk
through pension-funded self-insurance with no welfare loss. The fact that unemployment risk is small compared to one’s lifetime payoff may suggest a heavy reliance
upon self-insurance.
Even if individuals must rely on self-insurance, it may be possible to finance the
required amount of self-insurance by savings made prior to unemployment. Thus, whether
integration would enhance welfare depends upon the amount of pre-unemployment
savings an individual makes, as well as upon the amount of brequiredQ self-insurance. We
identify in this paper the circumstances under which integration is welfare enhancing.
Integration is more likely to be welfare enhancing as the optimal mix of unemployment
benefits entails a smaller amount of UI benefit, i.e., in the case of lower risk-aversion,
higher search elasticity and lower unemployment risk.

5
One might worry: doesn’t the ability to borrow effectively against future pension benefits undermine the
rationale provided earlier for a public pension system. The answer is no. The moral hazard issues alluded to there
do not arise, both because the resultant reduction in consumption is controlled by the government, and because
borrowing is only allowed under the stipulated circumstances. There remains the moral hazard problem associated
with search, which is the subject of this paper.
6
Since in our model, there are no adverse selection problems. It should thus be clear that in our model, though
with UI there is a transfer of income from those who are lucky (who are not unemployed) to those that are
unlucky, this is no different from the redistribution which occurs in any insurance market.
7
Individuals also bself-insureQ through savings accumulated prior to unemployment. See below.
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The effects of self-insurance through savings and borrowings upon optimal
unempljoyment insurance have recently been discussed in the optimal UI literature.8
Earlier literature focusing on the effect of UI on search intensity had discussed how
benefits and wage tax should vary over time. For simplicity, these models had, however,
ignored the possibility of savings and borrowing, which clearly can affect search
intensity.9 These authors, however, do not address the central questions which are of
concern here: when can the first and second best solutions be decentralized, when does
self-insurance make any unemployment insurance unnecessary, when does private savings
make any borrowing against pension savings unnecessary, and, more generally, when is
there a social gain from allowing borrowing against such pension savings. The one set of
papers that touch more closely on these issues recognizes that improving capital markets
reduces the need for UI. Hansen and Imrohoroglu (1992) and Hamermesh (1982)
empirically examined the welfare effect of a borrowing constraint for an unemployed
worker by estimating how much UI increases his welfare, while Flemming (1978) showed
by simulation that the optimal replacement rate of UI would be reduced in the presence of
a perfect capital market.10
Unemployment is, of course, only one of many risks that individuals face. There are,
for instance, the risks of disability and health, as well as unemployment. The idea of
integration can be applied to each of these risks, leading us to consider what we call an
integrated lifetime insurance program. With integrated lifetime insurance, pension savings
can be used to provide cover for these risks. The Provident Funds of Malaysia and
Singapore provide prototypes of such an integrated program. The problem is that while the
loss from any one of these risks may be small, there is some chance the individual may
experience all of these losses. In that case, the funds available to an individual at the time
of retirement may be reduced to an unacceptably low level. If the government has to
provide lifetime insurance to cover such contingencies–in effect, bailing out the individual
account because it would provide an unacceptably low level of pension–the borrowing by
an individual to smooth consumption to cover any one of these risks would have an
adverse disincentive effect much as the tax-funded benefit does. These considerations
might appear to diminish the relevance of joint integration.

8
See, in particular, Hopenhayen and Nicolini (1997), Shimer and Werning (2003), Werning (2002) and Costain
(1999). Later work (Kocherlakota (2004), Werning (2002)) take up savings. In particular, Werning (2002) who
shows that earlier results were highly sensitive to the assumption that there is no savings and borrowing. Because
of the complexity of the models, most of the literature employs higher parametric approaches, with some relying
on solving recursively dynamic programming problems using first order conditions. But as Arnott and Stiglitz
(1988) point out, problems with moral hazard are intrinsically non-concave, so the first order approach cannot be
relied upon. Kocherlakota (2004) verified this for the problem at hand. For our purposes, most of the earlier
literature referred to here suffers from one further problem: individuals do not have a period of employment prior
to becoming unemployed. These papers offer one advantage over that presented here—in our basic model, the
individual faces a risk of unemployment in only one period. While we explain how our model can be generalized
to encompass multiple episodes of unemployment, eventually, hopefully, later literature will address both sets of
issues within the compass of a single model.
9
See Arnott and Stiglitz (1985).
10
Shavell and Weiss (1979) also examined the optimal UI benefit structure in the presence of perfect capital
market, but in the absence of moral hazard on the part of workers.
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We argue in this paper, however, that so long as the risks are not perfectly correlated then
it always pays to integrate all the social insurance programs with the pension program rather
than to have separate insurance programs covering each risk. The key point is that the
integrated lifetime insurance system allows a given amount of pension savings of an
individual to be used for benefits under all the risks. This benefit of joint integration–having
a common pool from which to draw upon–gets larger as the correlation gets smaller.
In the next section, a basic model is presented to characterize the constrained optimum
and to examine its properties, and Section 3 shows how the integration of UI with an
(optimally designed) pension program can support the optimum. Section 4 identifies the
circumstances under which the constrained optimum entails no unemployment insurance
and under which an integrated UI program improves welfare. Section 5 extends and
generalizes the analysis of the previous sections in several directions, and an informal
presentation of an integrated lifetime insurance system incorporating multiple risks is
provided in Section 6.

2. The model
Consider a worker who spends (M + 2) periods working and retires for the remaining N
periods, as depicted in Fig. 1. An individual may experience unemployment shock in each
period of working after the first with probability q t for t = 2,. . ., M + 2. Unemployment tends
to occur earlier rather than later in an individual’s career, and accordingly for analytical
simplicity we assume that q 2 = q (N0) and q t = 0 for t z 3.11 The assumption of a single
unemployment spell also allows the model to analyze unemployment benefits as a lifetime
unemployment insurance in a simple way, i.e., to clearly analyze the factors determining
the desired mix between UI benefit and self-insurance in the lifetime context.12
The length of unemployment depends upon the search intensity of an unemployed
worker. In this paper we assume that a worker can choose either dno searchT or dsearchT. If
he searches, he gets reemployed immediately after an unemployment shock. If he does not
search, he remains unemployed for one period. Thus, depending upon his search decision,
a worker with an unemployment shock can either be employed or unemployed in period 2.
The cost of search, e is a random variable, which is distributed with distribution function
F(e). There is a threshold search cost eV, such that he chooses to search (or not to search) if
e b(or N) eV. Thus the probability of being unemployed in period 2 is q(1  F(eV)).
11
This model thus makes simplifying assumptions about unemployment incidence and spells that ignore the
recurrent nature of the incidence and stochastic nature of the spell. As will be discussed later in this paper (Section
5), the multiplicity of unemployment shocks and the stochastic nature of unemployment spells would not affect
the main argument of this paper on the welfare advantage of integration. (It would, of course, affect the extent of
relative advantage of pension-funded borrowing and thus optimal benefit mix of an integrated UI program.)
12
In a model with multiple unemployment spells the benefit structure of a lifetime UI would be very
complicated because the unemployment benefit for one unemployment spell would be different from that for
another as the expected lifetime income for an unemployed individual and thus risk and incentive effect of
unemployment are different between the two unemployment spells. Thus the lifetime UI would be different from
the regular UI system we see in reality, which entails the same benefit structure over time during any
unemployment spell.
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Period 1 Unemp.shock
(Employment) (Search Effort)

Period 2
(Emp./Unemp.)

Periods (3-(M+2)) Periods((M+2)-(M+2+N))
(Employment)

(Retirement)

0- - - - - - - - U(w(1-Sn)) - - - - - - U(w(1-Sn)) - - - - - - U{w•(Sn
n(M+1)+S1)/N}
(1-q)

U(w(1-T-S1))
q
- e- - - - - - - U(w(1-Sn)) - - - - - - U(w(1-Sn
n)) - - - - - - U{w•(Sn(M+1)+S1)/N}
(Search)

0- - - - - - - - U(w(r+R))- - - - - - - - U(w(1-Su)) - - - - - - - U{w•(SuM+ S1-R)/N}
(No Search)
Fig. 1. Framework of Model.

We suppose there is a public pension program,13 under which an individual worker
saves a certain portion of his income. In an integrated UI system, the money an individual
has to spend if he is unemployed comes from two sources: from a formal unemployment
program, funded by an unemployment insurance tax, and from past and prospective
savings. If the period of unemployment is short enough and/or the mandated level of
savings is high enough and if the individual is allowed to borrow as much as he wants
from his pension account, there would be no need for additional precautionary savings to
cover the risk of unemployment.
The objective of the integrated UI system is to provide efficient lifetime consumption
smoothing and risk absorption, while minimizing the adverse search incentives. We will
ascertain in our paper what this entails, e.g. identifying when integration is welfare
improving, and when with integration there is no need for a supplemental formal
unemployment insurance program.14
We approach the problem in several stages. We first pretend that the government could
control perfectly consumption at every date in every state and circumstance (that is,
whether the individual does or does not face an unemployment shock) as well as search
(which will presumably depend on the cost of search e) to characterize the unconstrained
optimum.15 We then analyze the constrained optimum, where the government cannot
directly control whether individuals search, although it does know that their search
13

Although it does not matter in our model (since the only risk is associated with unemployment) whether the
pension program is of a defined-contribution or of a defined-benefit type, here we will assume for simplicity that
an individual’s pension is determined simply by his contributions.
14
Note that it is not always the case that removing a borrowing constraint to yield consumption smoothing over
time for an individual is welfare-increasing in the second-best world. Consumption smoothing over time, for
example, could have reduced the cost of being unemployed so as to induce unemployed individuals to choose less
search.
15
The unconstrained optimum may be different from the first-best optimum in that it does not take into account
the possible externality of individual search activity. This externality is likely to be greater when there is a greater
scarcity of jobs, i.e., the economy is in recession.
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decisions will depend on the benefits provided. We characterize the set of unemployment
insurance tax and benefits as well as savings and retirement benefits the government needs
to achieve this constrained optimum, examining, in particular the circumstances in which
integration is welfare enhancing.
2.1. Unconstrained optimum vs. constrained optimum
Let C 1 be the consumption in period 1 for an individual. From period 2 on, there are
two different states possible for an individual: dunemployed in period 2V (U) and
demployed in period 2V (N). An individual in one state chooses a different consumption
profile from an individual in the other state.
Let C n,t , C u,t (for t N 1) be the amount of consumption at time t for an individual in
states N, U, respectively. Then, assuming that consumption C and search effort e are
separable in the utility function, we can represent his expected utility as follows:
M þN
Xþ2  


V C1 ; Cn;t Cu;t ; q ¼ U ðC1 Þ þ ð1  qð1  F ðe VÞÞÞ
U Cn;t
t¼2

þ qð1  F ðeVÞÞ

M þN
Xþ2

 
U Cu;t  q

Z

eV

edF ðeÞ;

ð1Þ

0

t¼2

where {C 1, C n,t , C u,t } satisfies the following constraint:
M þN
M þN
Xþ2
Xþ2

C1 þ 1  qð1  F ðe VÞÞ
Cn;t þ qð1  F ðeVÞÞ
Cu;t
t¼2

t¼2

ð2Þ

¼ ð M þ 2  ð1  F ðeVÞÞw:
In the above formulation, we have made two simplifying assumptions: No discounting and
constant wages. These assumptions will be relaxed in Section 4. Constraint (2) says simply
that the sum of the expected consumption over a lifetime should be equal to the expected
lifetime wage income earned. This can also be interpreted as an aggregate constraint based
upon the law of large numbers.
2.1.1. Unconstrained optimum
In the unconstrained optimum, the government controls e (so there is no moral hazard
problem) and can perfectly smooth consumption (there is, in effect, perfect insurance).
Maximizing the expected utility function V subject to constraint (2), with respect to
consumption in each date and state {C 1, Ĉ n,t , Ĉ u,t } and with respect to the threshold
search cost ê, we have
C 1 ¼ Ĉ
Ĉ
C n;t ¼ Ĉ
C u;t ¼ Ĉ
C

M þ 2  q̂
q
w;
M þ2þN

for all t (N 1)–there is complete consumption smoothing–and
 
êe ¼ U V Ĉ
C w;

ð3Þ

ð4Þ
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where q̂ u q(1  F(ê)). In our model, search always yields a job16, which generates a wage
of w and a marginal utility of UVw; it pays to search so long as the cost of search (in utility
terms) is less than the marginal utility of the income generated.
The expected utility V̂ of an individual under the unconstrained optimum would then be
Z êe
 
V ¼ ð M þ 2 þ N ÞU Ĉ
V̂
C 
edF:
ð5Þ
0

2.1.2. Constrained optimum
In actuality, however, the government cannot directly control individual search
behavior. If the government guaranteed consumption irrespective of search, no individual
would have an incentive to search. The threshold search cost eV chosen by an individual
worker will be the one that maximizes his expected utility V without taking into account
its effect upon constraint (2).17 Thus, we have
eV ¼

M þN
Xþ2

Xþ2  
  M þN
U Cn;t 
U Cu;t :

t¼2

ð6Þ

t¼2

The optimal outcome that the government can achieve given its inability to control
individual search behavior, otherwise called the constrained optimum, can be characterized by maximizing the expected utility V(.) subject to the constraint (2) and the
individual search behavior constraint (6). A detailed analysis of the constrained optimum
will be given later in this section. But one can easily see that the additional constraint (6)
implies that the set of consumptions {C 1*, C n,t
* , C u,t
* } and threshold search cost e* under
the constrained optimum satisfies
Cn;t
4 ¼ Cn4;
4 ¼ Cu4;
Cu;t

ð7Þ

for all t = 2,. . ., M + N + 2, and
Cn4 N Cu4;

ð8Þ

e4 ¼ ð M þ N þ 1ÞfU ðCn4Þ  U ðCu4Þg:

ð9Þ

The condition (7) says that, from period 2 onwards, the consumption in each period
should be equal for each states N or U, which is also required for the unconstrained
optimum. The condition (8), however, states that per period consumption for those in state
U should be less than that for those in state N: There is incomplete insurance. Individuals

16

In general, however, search may not yield a job. This is both because of the stochastic nature of search and a
shortage of jobs. With a given number of jobs available to individuals, search generates an externality: when one
person finds a job, it makes it less likely that others do. In this respect the optimal threshold search cost ê in this
model, where the externality of search is not taken into account, should be distinguished from the first-best one.
The first best socially optimal search intensity would be somewhat less than that indicated above.
17
Quite naturally, it will also ignore any search externalities.
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have to be provided with incentives to search, and this requires that there be a difference in
well-being depending on whether the individual is or is not unemployed.18
2.2. Characterizing the constrained optimum
In this section we will characterize the constrained optimum set of savings/dissavings
and unemployment, presuming that the capital market is perfect so that an individual can
borrow against his future income.19 In our model, the UI tax T is paid only in period 1.20
The income available for consumption when the individual is unemployed in period 2
consists of the benefit r funded by UI tax T and the benefit R funded by lifetime savings. R
represents the self-insurance of an unemployed worker, and can be financed either by his
pre-unemployment savings or by borrowings from his future pension savings. (Later, the
distinction between these two will turn out to be important; with perfect capital markets, R
represents simply a subtraction from what can be spent in other periods over his lifetime.).
Let s 1, s u and s n be the savings rate in period 1, the savings rates for those with states U
and N, respectively. Then, we have.21
C1 ¼ wð1  s1  T Þ
Cn;t ¼ wð1  sn Þ; t ¼ 2; N ; M þ 2
Cn;t ¼ w

ð M þ 1Þsn þ s1
; t ¼ M þ 3; N ; M þ N þ 2
N

Cu;2 ¼ wðr þ RÞ
Cu;t ¼ wð1  su Þ; t ¼ 3; N ; M þ 2
Cu;t ¼ w

M su þ s1  R
; t ¼ M þ 3; N ; M þ N þ 2:
N

ð10Þ

Let {s*1 , s n*, s u*, r *, R *, T *} be a set of the optimal variables that can achieve the
constrained optimum. Then, by substituting Eq. (10) into the expected utility function V(.)
18

In this model, if an individual searches, he finds a job. Ex post, we can ascertain whether he has searched. The
central informational problem in our model is that the government cannot observe e, and therefore cannot
ascertain who should search, and therefore must rely on the individual’s behavior to reveal information about e. In
addition, of course, search intensity is unobservable, and the outcome of search is random. Hence, the government
cannot be certain about the intensity of job search, simply on the basis of whether an individual has succeeded in
finding a job.
19
Later, we will emphasize that it is the absence of perfect capital markets which generates the welfare benefits
associated with integration of UI.
20
This is a natural assumption, given our simplifying assumptions concerning the incidence of unemployment.
Alternatively, we can model an individual as paying the UI tax whenever he is employed rather than in period 1
only. The difference in modeling would not affect the main results of this paper, however, so long as an individual
can maintain his optimal consumption in each period for a given state by adjusting his savings or borrowings
appropriately.
21
Eq. (10) simply represent a recharacterization of consumption, making use of the previously established result
that, conditional on the individual being in a state where he was employed (unemployed) in period 2,
consumption in subsequent periods is perfectly smoothed.
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in Eq. (1), we can solve for these variables by maximizing V(.) subject to the individual
search behavior constraint (6) and the government budget constraint. More specifically, the
variables {s*1 , s n*, s u*, r *, R *, T *} solve the following optimization problem:
Max V ð:Þ ¼ U ðw  s1 w  T wÞ þ ð1  q¯ÞI ð M ; N ; s1 Þ þ q¯J ðr; M ; s1 Þ
s1 ;r;T

q

Z

e4

edF ðeÞ;

ð11Þ

0

subject to
e4 ¼ I ð M ; N ; s1 Þ  J ðr; M; N ; s1 Þ
T ¼ q̄r
rz0

ðIndividual Search ConstraintÞ;

ðGovernment Budget ConstraintÞ;

ð12Þ
ð13Þ

ðNonnegativity of UI benefitÞ;22

ð14Þ

where
q¯uqð1  F ðe4ÞÞ;




ð M þ 1Þsn þ s1
I ð M ; N ; s1 Þ ¼ Max ð M þ 1ÞU ðð1  sn ÞwÞ þ N U
w ;
sn
N

J ðr; M ; N ; s1 Þ ¼ Max U ððr þ RÞwÞ þ M U ðð1  su ÞwÞ þ N U
su ;R

ð15Þ


M su þ s1  R
w :
N
ð16Þ

The valuation function I(.) or J(.) measure the payoff as of period 2 for state N or U,
respectively. For the purpose of simplicity, we will hereafter normalize the wage at unity.
The maximization problems (15) and (16) imply perfect intertemporal consumption
smoothing for those in a given state N or U (obviously, from period 2 onwards, when the
individual knows which state he is in). That is, for given savings s 1 and tax-funded benefit
r, we have
1  sn4uCn4 ¼

M þ 1 þ s1
;
M þN þ1

ð17Þ

1  su4uCu4 ¼

M þ r þ s1
1r
;
¼ Cn4  Xu;n
4 ; where Xu;n
4¼
N þM þ1
M þN þ1

ð18Þ

R4 ¼ Cu4  r:

ð19Þ

Conditions (17) and (18) characterize the optimal consumption per period for a worker
in states N and U, respectively. X u,n * is reduction in consumption per period facing a
worker who is unemployed in period 2. Although the government provides a UI benefit
r*, it will be less than the wage he would otherwise have earned; and this is necessary to
22

We ignore in this paper the possibility that r b 0, i.e., that an unemployed individual is taxed.
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provide search incentives. Given the limitation of the UI benefit r*, an unemployed
worker may rely on a certain amount R* of self-insurance that supplements r*, but will not
bring consumption up to the level that it would have been had he not been unemployed.23
The optimal savings s 1* in period 1 and the optimal UI benefit r* (and its tax T*) are
determined not only by consumption smoothing across periods and states but also by their
effects upon search incentives. Differentiation of Eq. (12) with respect to r and s 1 will
provide us with the following results on the search incentives:


Be4
M þ r þ s1
¼  UV
b0
ð20Þ
Br
N þM þ1
Be4
¼
Bs1





M þ 1 þ s1
UV
N þM þ1





M þ r þ s1
 UV
b0:
N þM þ1

ð21Þ

Eq. (20) shows that an individual worker’s search decision is adversely affected by
the UI benefit r. This is the source of well-known welfare cost associated with the UI
system. Eq. (21) shows that the savings in period 1 also negatively affects search effort
decision, because a worker with greater savings does not take as seriously the prospect
of a reduction in lifetime income as a result of a period of unemployment. Treating
such savings as bself-insurance,Q self-insurance adversely affects search, though not as
much as ordinary insurance does.24 This is a standard externality-like effect that arises
in insurance markets.25
In characterizing the constrained optimum, we will consider the two cases: Case I in
which the constrained optimum involves positive amount of unemployment insurance and
Case II in which the constrained optimum entails no unemployment insurance, i.e., there is
complete reliance on self-insurance.
2.2.1. Case I: constrained optimum entails a positive amount of unemployment insurance
Technically this is the case in which the solution for the above problem is an interior
one. Taking into account incentive effects and using the envelope theorem, we can write
down the necessary conditions for an interior solution (s *1 , r *) as follows:


U1V
 ðU1V  UnVÞ þ q¯ðUuV  UnVÞ 1  g
¼ 0;
ð22Þ
UuV


U1V
¼ 0:
ð23Þ
 U1V þ UuV 1  g
UuV
i = 1,n,u and g u (Bq̄/Br)(r/q̄) = f(eV)/(1  F(eV)UV(C u*)r), indicating
where U i u UV(C*),
i
23

Theoretically R* could be negative as r* becomes greater than one’s optimal consumption level in period 2, in
which case a part of the tax-funded benefit has to be left for retirement consumption. Although this can be
perceived as another type of integration between UI and pension, we will not pursue this possibility in this paper.
24
Several authors, including Costain (1999), Kocherlakota (2004) and Shimer and Werning (2003) have
analyzed the impact of savings on the intertemporal structure of UI benefits when there is not a single period of
unemployment (as here). We focus on a somewhat different question, the effect of savings on the extent to which
there should be reliance on UI benefits.
25
See Arnott and Stiglitz (1985).
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the elasticity of reemployment (for an unemployed worker) with respect to UI benefit. Eqs.
(22) and (23) will jointly determine s *1 and r *.26
One important point about the constrained optimum is that the optimal preunemployment savings s*1 will not be the same as the one an individual would choose,
given UI benefit r *. In fact, s *1 is lower than the individually optimal savings ŝ 1, because at
s 1 = ŝ1 we have


U1V
 ðU1 V  Un VÞ þ q¯ðUu V  Un VÞ 1  g
b0;
ð24Þ
UuV
since  (U 1V  U nV) + q̄(U uV  U nV) = 0 at s 1 = ŝ1. This is due to the incentive effect of s 1,
1V
reflected in the term 1  g U
in Eq. (22). Greater savings leads to less search, because
UuV
the costs of unemployment are lower. As in standard moral hazard problems, individuals in
determining their search behavior do not take into account the societal costs of the higher
probability of the insured-against event occurring. It can be shown, however, that the
difference between ŝsub 1 and ŝ*1 is fairly small for plausible values of the relevant
parameters.27 Notice also that the government can use tax on savings to get individual
choose the optimal one s*1 instead of ŝ1.28
We can rewrite Eqs. (22) and (23) as follows
 D1;n þ q¯Du;n ¼ 0

ð22QAÞ



ð23QAÞ

1  q̄ ÞDu;n  g ¼ 0;

Vi for i,j = 1,n,u.
where D i,j u UVi  UV/U
j
This rewriting of the first order conditions allows up to make two other important
points. Condition (22-A) suggests that the pre-unemployment savings s*1 involves lifetime
precautionary savings against unemployment, which is defined as the amount by which
consumption in period 1 would have to be reduced if the loss of unemployment is spread
over an individual’s life.29 The lifetime precautionary savings just defined should be
distinguished from what we refer to as the precautionary savings against an unemployment shock, money which is to be used next period for consumption by an unemployed
worker. Without the government provision of pension-funded borrowing–or equivalently
here, the ability to borrow against future wages–and in the absence of full unemployment

26
With the assumption of constant g and absolute risk-aversion d, it is proved in Appendix A that the secondorder condition is satisfied under plausible circumstances.
27
Since individual choices ŝ1 are determined as D 1,n + q̄D u,n
V = 0, where D i,j
V = U Vi  U jV/U jV, the size of
difference between ŝ1 and s*1 will be set by the size of difference between D i,j and D i,jV, which is of the order of

1
ð M þNþ1
Þ
28

2

, and is very small.

This would be consistent with the more general argument that in response to this type of externality taxing
activities that are substitutes for search and first period consumption and subsidizing activities that are
complements are necessary (see Greenwald and Stiglitz, 1986 and Arnott and Stiglitz, 1990).
29
Note that lifetime precautionary savings provides only partial insurance so that C1 N Cu . In particular, if
U VVV = 0 or if (1/M + N + 1)2 is very small, the precautionary lifetime savings would be just equal to the actuarial
value of the amount by which consumption each period has to be reduced, i.e., (q̄/(M + N + 1)).
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insurance, individuals would have to rely on savings s 1 for their consumption during a
period of unemployment. This is the case for the conventional UI system in the absence of
integration with imperfect capital markets, which will be discussed later.
Finally, condition (23-A) suggests that the optimal UI benefit r* is set so as to balance
consumption smoothing between the two states N and U (i.e., the provision of insurance)
with concerns of incentives for insurance. While the second term of Eq. (23-A) captures the
incentive cost that the increase in UI benefit r causes, the first term D u,n reflects the
marginal insurance benefit provided by r, which is positively related to X u,n 30, the amount
of consumption reduction per period for a worker in state U. This implies that the risk
burden that an individual has to bear due to the limitation of r depends upon the amount of
consumption reduction per period, X u,n , not upon the total amount of consumption
reduction, (1r). This is because a perfect capital market allows an individual to spread out
the reduction in lifetime income over the working and retirement periods and thus to reduce
the risk burden associated with the incomplete provision of insurance against unemployment.31 This is how the capital market perfection improves the trade-off between insurance
and incentive, thereby enhancing welfare. This also implies that an individual may rely less
on the UI benefit and more on self-insurance in the constrained optimum than he would
under the conventional (unintegrated) UI when he cannot borrow against his pension
account. Indeed, it is even possible that the constrained optimum involves no UI benefit
under integration, i.e., that r* = 0, the case which we will turn to in the next subsection.
2.2.2. Case 2: no unemployment insurance is required
Case 2 will be true when the non-negativity constraint (14) is binding. The condition
for Case 2, therefore, will be that, at r* = 0,


U1V
 ðU1V  UnVÞ þ q¯ðUuV  UnVÞ 1  g
¼ 0;
ð22QBÞ
UuV
and


U1V
V0;
ð23QBÞ
 U1V þ UuV 1  g
UuV
or

ð23QB0 Þ
1  q¯ÞDu;n  gV0:
2.3. Two main issues
Having characterized the constrained optimum, we are now able to deal with the two
important issues: (a) identifying circumstances under which the constrained optimum
would entail no unemployment insurance (or only self-insurance), (b) identifying the
circumstances in which integration is welfare enhancing.
30

Note that D u,n c dX u,n  1/2(dX u,n )2 since is constant.
Also, from the macroeconomic point of view, an Integrated UI system has a strong automatic stabilizing
effect on the economy as it allows individuals to consume more than what they earn during the bad times through
borrowing against their future incomes. The stabilization effect would be stronger than in a system relying on UI
alone because it offers unemployed individuals to consume more than they otherwise would; it also maintains
stronger search incentives, but in a serious economic downturn, it is lack of jobs, not lack of search which limits
employment.
31
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In the Section 4 we will identify more in detail the parameter space (in terms of riskaversion d, elasticity of search g and relative size of unemployment shock indicated by M
and N) in which no UI is necessary, and the set of parameters in which integration is
relevant. Additionally, we will examine how the optimal mix of unemployment insurance
and self-insurance (in Case 1) varies with the parameters.
Before analyzing these issues, we will give a more detailed explanation of the relevance
of integration.

3. Relevance of integration
In general, we can think of two circumstances under which we need government
intervention to achieve the constrained optimum: first, the constrained optimum may not
be decentralizable through individual choices in competitive markets; and second, the
constrained optimum may not be realizable if capital markets are imperfect, as it requires
individual borrowing against future income.
Let us first look at the decentralization issue, assuming for the moment that the capital
market is perfect. It is easy to see that, given r and s 1, the optimal savings and dissavings
{s n*, s u*, R*} coincides with individual choices, so that they may be decentralizable with
individual decision making. As for the pre-unemployment savings s *1 , it is not
decentralizable by individual choices without government intervention,32 as evidenced
by Eq. (24). As previously mentioned, however, s *1 is decentralizable by employing a tax
on pre-unemployment savings. One can also see that the optimal UI benefit r* can be
supported as an equilibrium in a competitive insurance market. Since the government
budget condition (13) is equivalent to the zero profit condition for an individual insurance
firm, the maximization problem for r* will be identical to the one for an equilibrium
amount of insurance in a competitive market.33
With the constrained optimum being decentralizable by a (appropriately set) tax
on pre-unemployment savings, the government would not need to intervene further
if capital markets were perfect, so that individuals could borrow against future
income.34 But because capital markets are not perfect, integrating UI with a pension
program is required to attain the constrained optimum,35 whenever an individual has to

32

Note, however, that the difference between s*1 and the individual choice of s 1 is very small.
Note that all the individuals are of the same risk type in this model, so that insurance firms are not subject to
adverse selection problems caused by privately informed individual heterogeneity. Once we allow for individual
heterogeneity, then the optimal UI benefit r* for all types of individuals would not be supported as a competitive
equilibrium.
34
There are, of course, other reasons that government intervention might be desirable. We focus here on
problems of moral hazard. All insurance markets also face problems of adverse selection. In general, such markets
are not constrained Pareto efficient. See Greenwald and Stiglitz (1986) and Arnott et al. (1994).
35
Integrated UI is a way to effectively collateralize pension savings and future income in a imperfect capital
market. In most countries, there are strong limits on garnishing wages, an alternative mechanism for ensuring
repayment; and the rules governing garnishment can have large effects on labor supply. Especially in many
developing countries, it is in any case hard to enforce credit contracts without physical collateral.
33
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borrow to sustain his optimal consumption.36 To see if the government has to intervene
with the integrated UI program, i.e., if the integration is relevant (or welfare enhancing),
we need to check whether or not an unemployed individual will have sufficient savings
available to finance the desired consumption C u* given the UI benefit r*.
3.1. Conditions for relevance of integration
The government often introduces mandatory retirement savings program for some
reasons exogenous to the model.37 The amount an unemployed individual would have to
borrow to sustain the (constrained) optimal level of consumption in the absence of
integration would then be closely related to the mandatory savings in period 1
under a public pension program, because such savings cannot be withdrawn until
retirement. In other words, the level of mandatory retirement savings set by the
government is one of the important parameters affecting the relevance of
integration.
Let a(N 0) be the mandatory savings rate imposed by the government, and assume for
simplicity that a does not affect s*1 .38 The optimal amount of borrowing for an
unemployed worker will then be (C u*  (r * + s*1  a)). Thus, integration will be needed to
support the constrained optimum if the amount of borrowing required to sustain the
optimum is positive, i.e., if
r4 þ s14  ab

M
;
M þN

ð25Þ

by Eqs. (18) and (19). Integration of UI with the public pension program will be welfare
enhancing under the condition (25), because without integration an individual would need
more UI benefit r and/or pre-unemployment savings s 1 (net of mandatory savings) than the
(constrained) optimal levels. It can also be seen from Eq. (25) that the increase in the
mandatory savings rate would make integration more likely to be relevant. More specifically,
as a approaches s*1 (all of first period savings are mandatory) then integration is always
desirable so long as in the constrained optimum, there is some pension-funded self-insurance,
which there will be so long as individuals are not very risk averse and/or there is a moral

36
Note that some of retirement savings with which UI is integrated needs to be mandatory to serve as a
collateral of the borrowings. If the mandatory rate of savings for retirement is set equal to the optimal savings rate,
in our model the constrained optimum would be realizable by the integrated UI.
37
These include excessive myopia-individuals when they are young do not adequately take into account the
consequences of a lack of income when they are old–and the moral hazard problem described earlier–individuals
expect the government to bail them out when they end up with no savings at the time of retirement may not save
for retirement or may put their money into excessively risky investments.
38
Note that s*1 is the optimal savings rate in the absence of mandatory savings. When the government
implements public mandatory pension program mainly because of moral hazard on the part of individuals (as
mentioned in footnote 31), a would not affect s*1 (recall that s 1 is defined as the total savings, include the
mandatory and the non-mandatory savings). Also, this assumption would not affect our arguments on the
relevance of integration. If a changes the optimal savings rate in period 1 to s 1V, for example, the LHS of Eq. (25)
will be r* + s 1V  a.
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hazard problem associated with the search.39 This suggests that an economy with a strong
public pension program should integrate unemployment insurance with the pension program.
In improving welfare relative to the conventional (unintegrated) UI, there might seem to
be an alternative to integrating the public pension program with the unemployment
insurance scheme: reducing a to zero or eliminating the public pension program. This is
not the occasion to provide a full rationale for the existence of such programs.40 Our
analysis is simply predicated on the observation that governments have chosen to provide
such programs; if they do so, then our analysis has demonstrated that the unemployment
insurance scheme should be integrated with it.41
But note that there are a number of factors which may make such schemes more or less
attractive. For instance, societies in which there is more concern that elderly individuals do
not fall below a certain threshold level–but in which at the same time there are many
individuals willing to take advantage of society’s compassion–will find it desirable to have
at least a minimal mandatory program.42 The fact that mandatory pension savings cannot
be withdrawn until retirement, however, means that there is a considerable welfare burden
placed upon individuals who may experience several shocks other than unemployment
during their lifetime. These concerns may have placed some limits on the extent of
desirable mandatory savings. Integration may, accordingly, lead to still further welfare
benefits (beyond those formally modeled in this paper): integration allows for an increase
in the level of mandatory savings, and thus an improvement in the quality of the safety net
provided to the elderly.43
In this respect integration will be especially desirable for those with low income, for
whom the incidence of unemployment is particularly high and for whom the mandatory
savings constitute a large fraction of their total savings. In the United States, for instance,
those at the bottom of the income distribution have little savings to which they can get
access, and at the same time face higher risks of unemployment. Similarly, integration is
likely to be of particular value in developing countries, where the poor both face high risks
of unemployment and have low savings.44
39
Obviously, the result depends on our assumption that unemployment occurs early in life. If we had
formulated a continuous time model, and assumed that there was some probability of unemployment in every
period after the beginning of work, then obviously, some integration (if only limited to borrowing against future
pension savings for early periods of an individual’s life) would be desirable so long as there is not complete
unemployment insurance, i.e., some reliance on private savings.
40
See, for instance, Stiglitz (1993).
41
We can treat the public pension program as endogenous in the model and characterize the optimal mandatory
pension savings and ascertain the benefits of integration, taking into account the rationale for the program. This
will not be analyzed in this paper, but an important feature of the comprehensive model will be sketched in
Section 5. As we comment below, there are conceptual difficulties in conducting a welfare analysis, including
formulating what is meant by doptimal mandatory savingsT when the rationale for mandatory savings is myopia.
When reason for mandatory savings is dmoral hazard,T then the analysis is fairly straightforward, and the
conclusions of this paper concerning the desirability of integration remain valid.
42
For a more extensive discussion of the role of government in risk bearing, see Stiglitz (1993).
43
That is, the optimal safety net depends on the extent to which there is a moral hazard problem; strong
mandatory programs may reduce the extent to which moral hazard problems arise.
44
In the formal analysis of this paper, we have assumed all individuals are identical. A richer model would
recognize individual heterogeneity, but that governments have to have relatively simple rules and programs that
apply to all individuals.
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3.2. Welfare advantage of integration
We have stressed that the welfare advantage of an integrated UI program over the usual
UI system arises from capital market imperfections. Suppose for simplicity that a = 0 in
period 1, i.e., that there is no mandatory savings. Without integration, an unemployed
worker would have to use period 1 savings to maintain the optimal consumption level.
When Eq. (25) holds, however, the sum of UI benefit and pre-unemployment savings
under the constrained optimum is less than the desired consumption level under
unemployment. In the absence of integration, therefore, an unemployed individual may
not only need more UI benefits but also undertake some additional (precautionary) savings
in period 1 to supplement the UI benefit r.
Just as the UI benefit entails a welfare cost associated with adverse search incentives,
precautionary savings often imposes a welfare burden both in terms of its distortionary
effects both on search and intertemporal consumption smoothing. In the absence of
integration, the bthird bestQ levels of first period savings and the unemployment benefit
will be higher than they would be in the constrained optimum with integration. We now
show that under this circumstance a small degree of integration, i.e., allowing for even a
small amount of borrowing is welfare enhancing. In comparing the unintegrated UI with
an integrated UI, we will suppose that an unemployed individual in the unintegrated
system can borrow zero, while in the integrated system he is faced with a borrowing
constraint, R, imposed by the public pension program.
Let r̂ and ŝ*1 be the optimal UI benefit and savings in period 1 in the absence of
integration (i.e., when R̄ = 0), respectively. Let also V*(R̄) be the maximized expected
utility of an individual who solves the problem (11) subject to the constraints (12)–(16)
and to the additional constraint of borrowing R̄. Then we can prove the following results.
Proposition 1. Suppose Eq.(25) holds. Then, 45,46
(i) r* + s 1* b r̂ + ŝ i b C u*.
(ii) BV*(R̄)/BR̄ N 0 at R̄ = 0.
The first part of Proposition 1 confirms the earlier intuition: Although UI benefit and
precautionary savings can be increased in the absence of integration or borrowing
possibility to ameliorate the consequences of unemployment shock, they would not be
sufficient enough to secure the desired consumption for an unemployed individual; these
are constrained due to the efficiency costs of UI benefit and precautionary savings. Under
these circumstances, as the second part of Proposition 1 indicates, it pays to integrate UI
with a pension by relaxing the borrowing constraint for individuals.47
45

It should be clear that Proposition 1 provides sufficient, not necessary, conditions for integration to be welfare
increasing.
46
The proof of each of the propositions is available in Appendix A, which is posted online at the website of this
journal.
47
Section 5 provides a convincing argument that this still holds even when the public pension program is
treated as endogenous.
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4. Identifying circumstances for constrained optimum with no UI and for
welfare-enhancing integration
With the conditions for the (constrained) optimum with no unemployment insurance
(Case 2) and for the relevance of integration being set, in this section we will identify in
greater detail the parameter space in which self-insurance is all that is desired to support the
constrained optimum and the parameter space in which integration is relevant. Before
conducting this analysis in the general context, we will first consider an interesting special
case: when M and N are very large or when the length of unemployment spell is vanishingly
small. The analysis of these two issues in the context of the limiting case is important for the
two reasons. First, this limiting case may be realistic as it has been empirically confirmed by
Feldstein and Altman (1998) that the size of the typical unemployment shock is fairly small
compared to one’s lifetime income.48 Second, this limiting case provides us with insights
not only about the desirable pattern of integration but also about its welfare benefit; in the
limited case, the entire welfare advantage of integration stems from its ability to ease the
risk burden caused by the insufficiency of (optimal) UI benefits (plus first period savings)
by spreading out the income loss over one’s lifetime.
4.1. Limiting case : M, N Y l


We will suppose that a u MNþ1 , the ratio of the working period to retirement period is
kept constant. We can establish the following proposition.
Proposition 2. As M (or N) goes to l with a being kept constant, r* Y 0, s 1* Y 1/1 + a,
i.e., the constrained optimum does not entail any unemployment insurance but entails selfinsurance only. When az1, integration is desirable. Finally, the integration approximates
the unconstrained optimum.
Proposition 2 highlights one of the important aspects of an integrated UI system. When
the unemployment spell is vanishingly minute relative to the individual’s working lifetime,
there is no need for an unemployment insurance scheme, i.e., full self-insurance is optimal.
Also, when the working period for an individual is longer than his retirement period
(which is in fact the case), integration is desirable. Importantly, integration provides
perfect insurance with no attenuation of incentives, that is, integration allows for the
achievement of the unconstrained optimum.49
As previously noted, what we have called the unconstrained optimum may differ from
the bfirst-bestQ optimum because of the externality associated with individual search.50 The

48

This will be discussed again later in Section 5.
If a b 1, however, the relevance of the integrated UI would depend upon the mandatory savings rate a.
50
We have in this paper thus identified several different bconstrainedQ optima: (a) that in which there is an
externality associated with search, but the government does (can do) nothing about it; (b) that in which there is no
externality associated with search, but there is a moral hazard problem associated with search, and the
government cannot perfectly offset it; but capital markets are perfect; (c) that in which there is no externality
associated with search, there is a moral hazard problem associated with search, and individuals cannot borrow
against future income.
49
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question one can raise will then be whether integration that can support the first-best
optimum. We will now show that in the limiting case, not only can integration attain
complete insurance and complete intertemporal consumption smoothing, but we can also
induce any desired level of search intensity, in particular that associated with the first best
optimum.
To see this more clearly, we will first take UI benefit r as given. We can then rewrite
Eq. (12) as follows:
 

M þ 1 þ s1 ðr; M; N Þ
eðr; M ; N Þ ¼ ð M þ 1 þ N Þ U
M þN þ1


ð26Þ
M þ r þ s1 ðr; M ; N Þ
U
;
M þN þ1
and we can prove the following proposition.
Proposition 3. For any small e (N0) such that Maxi;j¼1;u;n jC1  Cj jbe, there exists K b l
such that for M(or N) N K, the integration achieves the outcome of {C 1 , C u , C n } with the
threshold search cost being e(r, M, N).
Proposition 3 demonstrates that integration can make the risk burden arbitrarily small,
taking as given the level of search incentive determined by UI benefit r. Thus, the outcome
of full insurance with any desired level of search incentive on the part of individuals can be
approximated by the integrated UI as the unemployment spell gets shorter relative to their
lifetime period. Alternatively, Proposition 3 implies that when M and N are very large an
integrated UI program can be designed to achieve both full consumption-smoothing across
periods and states and any desired level of search, including matching the first-best one.
4.2. General case
We now establish, for general case, the following proposition on the possibility of full
self-insurance and the desirability of integration:
Proposition 4. For given M and N, there exists a set of critical parameter values (d o , g o ),
such that for (d, g)aX, where X = {d, g|d V d o and g z g o }, the constrained optimum does
not entail any amount of unemployment insurance. Also, integration is relevant for (d,
g)aX.
Proposition 4 demonstrates that a constrained optimum entails self-insurance only,
when individual risk-aversion d (or elasticity gof reemployment with respect to search) is
low enough (or high enough). It also shows that the constrained optimum can be realized
by government intervention through integration. Furthermore Proposition 4 implies that a
constrained optimum involves a combination of unemployment insurance and selfinsurance for a certain set of parameter values.
For more detailed and graphical analysis, we will set utility function of an individual to
be a following type of a constant risk-aversion.
U ðC Þ ¼  expðdC Þ
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where d represents the constant risk-aversion of an individual. Focusing on Case 1 (i.e., on
the case for interior solution of r*), we can then present the following comparative statics
results on the combination of UI and self-insurance.
Proposition 5.
(i)

Br*
b0
Bg

(ii)

Br*
N 0:
Bd

Proposition 5 shows that as the elasticity of reemployment (indicated by g) increases, the
potential incentive cost of unemployment insurance grows, making it more desirable to rely
on self-insurance. Greater risk-aversion of a worker (a higher d) implies a greater need for
insurance against the risk of unemployment and thus a greater reliance on UI benefits. It is
intuitively obvious that as workers are more seriously subject to moral hazard associated
with search incentive or as workers less more risk-averse, the benefit of integration (or of UI)
becomes greater (or less), leading to less UI and more of self-insurance.
Based upon the comparative static results of Proposition 5, we can identify more
specifically (than we did in Proposition 4) the parameter space in which the constrained
optimum involves self-insurance only or the parameter space in which integration of UI
with retirement insurance is relevant.
Proposition 6. The constrained optimum does not entail any UI (i.e., r* = 0) if



d
gzð1  q̄
q o Þ 1  exp 
uH ðd; q; M ; N Þ;
M þN þ1

ð27Þ

o
BH
where BH
Bd N0; BM ja b0; and q¯ is the probability of getting unemployed in period 2 when
no UI is offered. Also, integration is relevant when

gzGðd; q; M ; N Þ;
where G((d; q, M, N) b ( H(d; q, M, N) for all d given (q, M, N) and (BG/Bd)N0.
η

1-q

H(δ;q,M,N)

0

δ/(M+N+1)
Fig. 2. Region for constrained optimum with no UI.
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η

1-q

H(δ;q,M,N)
G(δ;q,M,N)

0

δ/(M+N+1)
Fig. 3. Region for integration to be relevant.

Note that H(.) or G(.) refer to the lowest value of search elasticity of reemployment that
is necessary for the constrained optimum to entail no UI or for the integration to be
desirable, given d and M (or N), respectively. Proposition 6 shows that the larger the
elasticity g of reemployment or the smaller the risk-aversion d, and the shorter the
unemployment spell (or the larger M and N), the more likely the constrained optimum is to
involve no UI benefit. This makes sense because the incentive concern associated with UI
benefit increases with g while the need for insurance against unemployment varies
positively with d and negatively with M (or N).
In particular, the parameter space (d, g) over which r* = 0 is depicted in Fig. 2; the
constrained optimum never entails any UI benefit regardless of risk-aversion if the
elasticity of reemployment is greater than (1  q̄ o ), the probability of not being
unemployed under no UI. It also indicates that, to the extent that M or N is fairly large,
or that total unemployment spell for a typical individual is fairly short compared to his
lifetime, r* would be zero unless g is far below (1  q̄ o ).51
As for the relevance of integration, integration is more likely to be welfare-improving
when the optimal UI benefit r* gets smaller, because the optimal pre-unemployment
savings s *1 would not make up for the insufficiency of UI benefit.52 By Proposition 5,
therefore, the lowest value G(d; q, M, N) of search elasticity g that warrant integration
should be increasing in d. Note that the region of the two parameters (g, d) for which
integration is relevant, as indicated by the shaded area in Fig. 3, includes the parameter
space (g, d) for which there is zero UI. This suggests that whenever the constrained
optimum involves a fairly small level of UI benefit it always pays to integrate it with a
pension program.
Fig. 3 shows that the integrated UI is more likely to be relevant (i) as individuals are
less risk-averse or subject to a more serious incentive problem and (ii) as the
unemployment spell is shorter relative to one’s lifetime. Conversely, when the
unemployment benefit r is large–as when the replacement rate approaches unity–then
the individual can rely totally on first period savings to smooth consumption (consistent
with the constrained optimum).
51
Many empirical studies have shown that the elasticity of reemployment (for an unemployed worker) with
respect to UI benefit is not that small although it is mostly less than 1.
52
This is indicated by the slope of s 1(r) (derived from Eq. (22)) that is less than 1.
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5. Remarks
5.1. Discounting and wage variability
We have thus far assumed away discounting in the model. Discounting may
influence the main results of the model mainly through its effects on pre-unemployment savings. The relative size of interest rate compared to discount rate affects
savings.53 When the interest rate is lower than the discount rate, for instance, the cost of
precautionary savings is higher, so that an individual will undertake less savings in period
1 than he does in the current model with zero interest and discount rates. Thus, the low
interest rate relative to discount rate makes it more likely that there are welfare gains
associated with integration.
The variability of wage over one’s lifetime is also an important factor for the relevance
of integration. Typically, wages increase with age; with a desire for intertemporal
consumption smoothing, individuals will save less earlier in his career than he would were
wages constant. Thus, an increasing wage profile for an individual worker increases the
likelihood that integration will be welfare enhancing.54
5.2. Multiple unemployment shocks
Up to now, we have dealt with a simple case where an individual experiences only one
unemployment shock in his career. In fact, however, people may experience several
unemployment shocks, which are to be covered by an integrated UI program. We will
discuss briefly the effectiveness and benefit structure of the integrated UI system when
there are multiple unemployment shocks.
Formally, one can view the risk of unemployment in each period as a separate risk, to be
covered by a separate (unemployment) insurance policy.55 Each period, we can ask what
the optimal mix of self-insurance and formal insurance is. Replacing some of the UI
benefits by self-insurance (including borrowing against retirement funds) would still
alleviate the attenuation of incentives associated with UI benefit while reducing risk
burden by enabling consumption smoothing each period. Clearly, the (constrained)
optimum consumption both before and after each potential episode of unemployment will
be history dependent, i.e., depend on whether the individual has experienced unemployment in previous periods. We can ask whether the constrained optimum level of savings in
prior years in combination with the unemployment insurance benefit suffices to sustain

53

See Costain (1999) and Lentz and Tranas (2001) on this issue.
The wage variability among the heterogenous workers would also affect the relevance of integration. The
integration will be more relevant for low-wage workers who save little, especially in the presence of a mandatory
pension program.
55
Note that much of the earlier literature has focused on a rather different problem, where an individual who is
unemployed in period t will remain unemployed in period t + 1 unless search is successful at time t. In terms of
our model, it is as if an individual who experiences an unemployment shock at time t has a probability distribution
of losses in income. (In our model, there are, in effect, only two outcomes.) Here, we worry about the fact that
once the individual becomes re-employed, he still faces the risk of another episode of unemployment.
54
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consumption during unemployment at the constrained optimum level. Later in life, if there
is no mandatory savings (so that individuals have access to all of the funds set aside for
retirement) there will be little benefit from integration. The benefit of the integration would
be especially marked when the unemployment shocks occur earlier (rather than later) in
one’s career. Proposition 2 argued that if the unemployment shock was small relative to
lifetime income (and if the unemployment shock came early in life) then integration was
likely to be of particular value. Conversely, with multiple, highly correlated shocks, there
is a risk that, in effect, each unemployment shock is, in effect, large relative to lifetime, so
that there is a real need for unemployment insurance and the gains from integration may be
small.56
The question then is whether or not the total duration of unemployment for an
individual is short in comparison to his lifetime, which can be explored empirically.
Feldstein and Altman (1998) demonstrated in a simulation study based on PSID that if an
individual deposits a modest amount out of his income to his savings account to finance
his unemployment benefit (at the level under the current UI system), the terminal balance
of an individual savings account is positive for most individuals.57 Similar studies by
Folster (2002) and Yun (2002), focusing on countries such as Sweden and Korea,
respectively, show that for most individuals the amount of hypothetical lifetime
unemployment benefit for an individual is only a small portion of lifetime savings. These
results seem to support empirically the view that there would be significant welfare gains
from integration.
With multiple unemployment shocks, the optimal amount of borrowing (from one’s
pension) at a certain point in time is positively related to the expected level of his pension
at that time. Thus, the optimal integrated UI system will involve a different mix of formal
unemployment insurance and self-insurance for the unemployed depending upon their past
employment histories. For an unemployed worker who has been unemployed for a
relatively long period and expects to have a low level of pension savings in the future, for
example, the amount of the desired borrowing out of the pension program will be small.
These arguments suggest that the amount of borrowing offered to the unemployed by the
integrated UI would decrease–and the UI benefit would increase–as the total duration of
previous unemployment increases.

56
One of the questions which we do not answer in this paper is how the mix (and terms) of UI and selfinsurance should vary with the state of the economy. It should be clear from our analysis, however, that the
optimal system as described here depends on certain key parameters which are likely to change over the cycle. In
addition, however, optimal social insurance might entail redistributions from those lucky enough to have lived a
large fraction of their life during periods in which the unemployment rate is low to those unlucky enough to have
spent more of their working life in a period of high unemployment. An analysis of these intergenerational
redistributions would take us beyond the scope of this paper.
57
Feldstein and Altman showed that if workers contribute 4% of wage incomes to their individual savings
accounts up to a very restrictive ceiling and withdraw from the accounts the same amount of money as provided
by the current UI system, only 5–6% of them may experience negative balance in their accounts at the end of their
careers. Considering that the amount of contribution simulated in Feldstein–Altman is much smaller than
individual pension, we can easily see that the total amount of UI benefit for an individual will be very small in
general compared to his pension fund.
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5.3. Myopic behavior
The integrated UI system enables an individual to self-insure himself against
unemployment by using his pension and thereby maintaining his search incentive. The
favorable incentive effect of self-insurance is thus based upon the presumption that an
individual recognizes and responds to the future costs–reduced pension benefits,
increased contributions to the pension fund to make up for the short fall–if he fails to
search intensively. Some may argue, however, that an individual worker is so myopic
that he may not respond fully. In particular, especially for the young unemployed
workers, the repayment of borrowing or reduced pension benefits may be too remote to
affect their search incentives; for such individuals, the impact on search of benefits
financed through self-insurance is no different from that of government provided
insurance. For such individuals, search can only be affected by differences in income
experienced in the short run; that is, only limitations on the total bbenefitQ (r + R)will
induce search.
Earlier, we noted that if an individual is not myopic, he will reduce his
consumption (or increase his savings) after being reemployed in order to spread out
the burden of borrowing, as indicated by the savings s n* and s u* characterized in Eqs.
(17) and (18). This implies that a rational individual in fact would start to pay for his
borrowings just after a period of unemployment. With myopia, individuals may not do
this.
The government can mandate a myopic individual to save more for his retirement after
experiencing unemployment.58 Even if individuals do not fully integrate changes in
consumption thirty years from now into their behavior, they are likely to respond
to policies which have a more immediate effect on consumption. Thus our model
suggests that the government can use differential mandatory savings policy
(effectively, basing contributions in the integrated unemployment and pension
scheme on experience-rating) to help induce search. With myopic behavior, the
government might need to impose a greater burden for repayment earlier in an
individual’s life in order to induce the second best level of search. At the same
time, it is still true that integration–allowing the individual to borrow against
future pension benefits–enables greater income smoothing with less of an
attenuation of incentives.
The formal welfare analysis of economies with myopic individuals is complicated by
the difficulty of ascertaining the appropriate valuation function. Traditional economic
analysis is concerned with individual’s expected utility over their entire life. But with
myopic individuals, there is no loss to the individual’s expected utility (viewed at the
beginning) to payments made out of retirement benefits to finance unemployment
benefits.

58
In fact, our model already incorporates this type of mandatory savings: an individual is mandated to save the
optimal level s u * after experiencing unemployment, which is greater than the optimal savings level s n * for those
with no unemployment experience in period 2.
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5.4. Distributional issue
Once we introduce into the model various types of workers differing in wages,
unemployment probabilities, etc. from each other, we may have to consider distributional
effects in characterizing the optimal mix between UI benefit and pension-borrowings. It
has often been argued that the integrated UI system with individual accounts aggravates
inequality among individuals. High-wage workers, who tend to get unemployed less
frequently than low-wage workers, are able to accumulate more savings than under the
tax-funded UI system.59 By the same token, low-wage individuals are subsidized by highwage individuals under UI because the former group tends to have high unemployment
probability than the latter one. Thus, if the social welfare function puts greater weight on
the payoff to the low-wage individuals than to the high-wage individuals (often the case in
designing a social safety net), the optimal mix would involve more of UI benefit and less
of self-insurance than characterized in this paper.60
On the other hand, we would like to emphasize two other important points about the
distributional aspects of integration. First, there is an element of the integrated UI system
that has a favorable implication for distribution. A key point of the integrated UI system is
that it allows a worker to borrow against his future savings to finance a part of his
unemployment benefit. This would be particularly beneficial to the low-wage workers who
do not have much (precautionary) savings. Many studies have shown that the wealth
distribution among individuals (in particular, wealth that is liquid, i.e., not tied up in
housing) at a particular point in time is more unequal than the distribution of annual
incomes, which in turn is more unequal that the distribution of lifetime incomes.61 A
young low-wage worker, who has a higher probability of becoming unemployed, also has
a high chance of moving up within the income strata. Thus it would be more beneficial to
such a worker than to, say, a high-wage worker to use his future income to finance current
consumption when he is unemployed.
Second, the government can provide an explicit subsidy to compensate for the implicit
subsidy62 under the unintegrated system. Appropriately designed explicit subsidies can

59

In fact, in experience rated systems described before, the extent of redistribution through the UI system is
limited.
60
For an economy where the wage is equal to the average wage. Another interesting issue may arise when
individuals are privately informed about their characteristics, such as search proclivity. The optimum may involve
a separating equilibrium in which different types of individuals have different degrees of integration. In this case,
the optimum degree of integration for an individual with strong search proclivity, for example, may be smaller
than in the case of perfect information due to the self-selection constraint. If individuals differ only in their wages
(w), which are observable, then the optimal system may involve different replacement rates (different degrees of
UI insurance and self-insurance) for individuals at different wages; such an optimum scheme may involve
redistributions from those with high w to those with low w, i.e., the budget constraint applies only to the entire
system, not to each wage group.
61
See Bjorklund (1993) and OECD (1996).
62
It is important to emphasize that an actuarial fair payment to a worker who is unemployed is not a subsidy;
there is an implicit subsidy only when the actuarial value of the benefits paid to a worker of a particular type (e.g.
a worker with a particular wage in a particular industry with a particular job history) exceeds the value of his
unemployment insurance contributions.
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mimic the distributional impacts of the implicit subsidies, and would entail no incremental
adverse incentive effects.63,64
5.5. Endogenous mandatory pension program
Our analysis has so far assumed that if there is a public, mandatory pension program,
there are advantages to integrating the unemployment insurance program with the pension
program, enabling individuals to borrow against future pension income. Indeed, the fact
that individuals cannot borrow against future income/savings provides a rationale for a
mandatory pension program, in addition to the usual arguments noted earlier, myopia and
moral hazard. Presumably, however, if these other rationale are important, then we should
simultaneously solve for the extent of the mandatory pension program and the degree of
integration. If the public pension program is to be treated endogenously in the model, the
optimal mandatory savings for retirement would be determined by balancing its marginal
benefit (in the light of any rationale for it) against its marginal welfare cost. While a more
complete analysis of optimal integration remains a topic for the future research, to check
roughly the optimality of integration in this comprehensive framework, however, we can
consider a small degree of integration of UI with a pension in the unintegrated system. The
envelope theorem and Proposition 1 (ii) suggest that it always pays to integrate UI with a
pension (if UI is not integrated) even when pension program is endogenously determined
in the model.
Suppose, on the other hand, that the reason for the public pension program is that there
is a social norm that dictates a minimum standard of living, and that this is guaranteed by
the public pension. This is a case where one might have thought that there might be no
welfare gains from integration, since integration would require an increase in the
mandatory level of pension savings, to avoid individuals who face unemployment and
who borrow against future pension income falling below the minimum norm. To see that
even in this extreme case, some degree of integration is welfare enhancing, assume (as the
worst case) that there is no incremental (social) benefit attached to any extra pension
savings above the level set in the original situation (before integration), But, so long as the
mandatory savings is less than that which the individual would do on their own, the
welfare cost of the incremental mandatory savings would be zero because one can borrow
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An easy way to provide a subsidy to low-income individuals under the integrated UI would be to make
public mandatory pension program more progressive. That is, as we introduce integration, we could redesign the
public pension system such that low-income individuals contribute less while getting more at the time of
retirement. This would entail some efficiency costs, of course, as the pension system gets less actuarially fair. The
optimal integrated UI should also take into account the benefits and efficiency costs of introducing a greater
degree of redistribution within the UI system. This remains a future research topic.
64
Note that several Latin American countries have established a kind of unemployemt insurance that
emphasizes self-insurance (instead of tax-funded UI) by setting up individual savings accounts for unemployment
benefits, and that some of those countries have adopted redistributional measures to counteract the adverse
distributional effects of the programs. Chile, for example, has recently set up a so-called Solidarity Fund or
Common Fund financed mainly by the government to guarantee a minimum amount of unemployment insurance
for low-income workers who have not accumulated enough resources in their individual accounts.
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against it whenever necessary at the time of unemployment, while the integration is
welfare-increasing by Proposition 1(ii).

6. Toward a joint integration of multiple social insurance programs with pension:
integrated lifetime insurance
We have argued that allowing a worker to withdraw from his pension to finance his
consumption when faced with an unemployment shock can yield some welfare
improvement. The idea of integration can be applied to other forms of social insurance
than UI, such as health and disability insurance, which cover various shocks an individual
may face in his life. We can then think of a comprehensive integration system that jointly
integrates several social insurance programs with a pension program through an individual
account. We refer to this as an integrated lifetime insurance system. If an individual
experiences only a few shocks, so that the amount of corresponding loss is small compared
to his retirement savings, the previous argument for integration should still apply. Suppose,
however, that an individual experiences so many of those shocks that were there heavy
reliance on borrowing against future pension savings, his retirement account would be so
drained that retirement consumption would fall below the socially acceptable level; there
would have to be a government bailout. Since early in his life, the individual does not
know what shocks await him in the future, there would seem to be a risk associated with
integration. Given this possibility associated with multi-risk case, we will in this
subsection briefly examine the welfare implications of joint integration of multiple social
insurance programs with a pension program.
Before providing the more detailed arguments, we note that qualitatively there is an
obvious answer to these concerns. The degree of integration–of allowed borrowing against
future pension saving–can be state dependent; and the amount of tax funded insurance
provided against risks later in an individual’s life can depend on his cumulative
experience. An individual with no experience of unemployment early in life will selfinsure against small health and disability risks later in life.
In general, the integrated lifetime insurance system consists of several social insurance
programs integrated with the public pension program, providing an individual facing a
particular shock with a mixture of a tax-funded insurance benefit and pension-funded
borrowing. As in the integrated UI, the benefit mix for a particular shock would depend
not only upon the risk-aversion and incentive dsensitivityT of an individual but also upon
his history (his experience with various shocks) and the stochastic processes describing
future shocks (conditional on past shocks). An important factor determining the benefit
mix (the magnitude of the pension-funded borrowing) of an integrated social insurance is
the amount of pension savings that is expected to be available at the time of retirement. If
an individual facing an adverse shock (unemployment or health) expects to have a
relatively large amount of pension savings at the time of retirement, he would be offered a
benefit mix consisting of large borrowings and a small tax-funded insurance benefit.
There are a couple of reasons for the positive relationship between pension-funded
borrowing offered by an integrated social insurance for an individual and his total future
pension savings expected at the time of a shock. First, the greater amount of retirement
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savings for an individual (with a given expected length of retirement) implies that more
borrowing is necessary for intertemporal consumption smoothing in the event of a shock.
Second, lower expected pension savings for an individual implies a higher probability that
the government bails him out to sustain a certain minimum level of retirement
consumption. If the government bails out low pension savings individuals, the pensionfunded borrowing to finance consumption in the event of a shock would in fact have
adverse disincentive effects. The individual would know that his borrowing to sustain his
consumption might not be repaid if he experiences more shocks in the future. The reason
for reliance on pension-funded borrowing is to eliminate the adverse incentive effects of
insurance; the possibility of a government bailout means that there is still some implicit
insurance, and therefore there is still some adverse incentive effect. Note, however, that
this adverse disincentive effect of borrowing is still less severe than a tax-funded benefit,
so long as there is some probability that the borrowing is repaid.
The expected pension savings available to an individual at the time of retirement
depends upon the size of the loss caused by the shocks he experiences and the amount of
borrowing under the integrated social insurance program. Hence, the desired amount of
pension-funded borrowing offered by an integrated social insurance for an individual will
also be determined by two other factors.65 First, the amount of borrowing for an individual
facing a bshockQ would be negatively related to the number and the sizes of other shocks
that he has experienced in the past and is expected to go through in the future. If he has
already experienced several shocks and borrowed substantially against his future pension
his expected pension savings at retirement will be lower, implying that should he
experience another shock, he should not rely much on pension-funded borrowing. If
shocks are highly positively correlated with each other, the benefit mix of an integrated
social insurance involves less self-insurance and more tax-funded benefits. Second, the
level of integration for a particular social insurance program–the amount of pensionfunded borrowing offered by an integrated social insurance against that particular risk–is
constrained by the amount of pension-funded borrowing offered under other integrated
social insurance programs. This is because the given amount of pension savings has to be
shared for self-insurance against the shocks dealt with under several integrated social
insurance programs.
This suggests that as more social insurance programs are integrated with the pension
program, the level of integration for each will be lowered, raising the question: Would it be
relevant to integrate all the social insurance programs with the public pension scheme or to
exclude some of them from the integration? The answer is that all the social insurances
should be jointly integrated unless one risk is perfectly, positively correlated with another.
With the risks being imperfectly correlated to each other, there is always some positive
probability that an individual suffering from a shock later in his life has not experienced
any other shock before, in which case some borrowing against his pension may be offered
to him, and this will attenuate the adverse incentive effect of the tax-funded insurance
program.

65

This implies that the benefit mix offered by an integrated social insurance for an individual would also
depend upon the individual’s employment history as well as the nature of the other shocks he suffers from.
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The basic idea behind the integrated lifetime insurance system is thus that there should
be no constraint on the fund that confines its use to a specific set of shocks only. Such a
constraint unambiguously lowers welfare. The joint integration allows us to have a
common pool of pension savings that we can draw upon in funding benefit payments
under different shocks. For those who have not experienced any shock and thus have not
had to borrow against their future pension savings, for example, the system allows a
relatively large amount of their pension savings to be used for the upcoming shocks (and
retirement). Also, more pension savings can be used to finance the borrowing against an
early shock if other subsequent shocks are expected to occur with a low probability before
retirement.
The extent of welfare improvement from an integrated lifetime insurance would depend
upon the correlation among the risks. If all the risks were perfectly, negatively correlated
with each other, the joint integration would be able to give us the maximum welfare
benefit by setting the highest possible level of integration for each social insurance
program. As the risks are more positively correlated to each other, the level of integration
for each social insurance program that can be set under joint integration would become
lower. Unless the risks are perfectly positively correlated, however, the integrated lifetime
insurance system will always bring some welfare gain.66
These arguments for the integrated lifetime insurance system lend support to the
Provident Fund in Singapore, Malaysia, and recently in Hong Kong.67 The Provident
Fund, to which individuals contribute a portion of their wage earnings, covers several
risks, such as disability, medical, and retirement risks. It should be noted, however, that
there is an important difference between the Provident Fund and the integrated lifetime
insurance introduced here: while the integrated lifetime insurance allows an individual to
withdraw more than what he has contributed, the Provident Fund limits the amount of
individual withdrawal to what he has accumulated in his account. Thus the levels of
insurance and intertemporal consumption smoothing it can provide to individuals are
considerably limited, compared to the integrated lifetime insurance system that allows
them to access savings out of future income.

7. Conclusion
The failure of markets to provide adequate insurance against certain risks has long been
recognized.68 This, combined with the fact that social norms do not allow individuals in
66

There are some studies which indirectly suggest that shocks are not highly correlated for an individual during
his lifetime: Bjorklund (1993) showed based upon Swedish data that lifetime income is more equally distributed
among individuals than annual income. OECD (1996) also reported that the upward income mobility for low
income individuals is higher than for high income individuals.
67
For detailed information on the system, see Asher (1994).
68
Just as this paper has just touched on why governments all over the world provide mandatory retirement
insurance, this paper has not explained why markets do not provide adequate unemployment insurance, and
virtually everywhere, there is heavily reliance on government unemployment insurance programs. (As usual,
problems of moral hazard and adverse selection arising from asymmetries of information are at the core of the
explanation).
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their old age to suffer from insufficient income, whether their misfortune arises partly
because they have chosen to save insufficiently (either because of excessive myopia or
because of rational exploitation of these social norms), or because they have undertaken
excessive risks provides a rationale for a compulsory public pension program. This paper
has developed a further advantage to such a program; it allows for the collateralization of
future wage income in a way which is not easily possible otherwise, thus allowing
individuals in effect to self-insure against a variety of risks.
This paper has addressed two related issues. The possibility of pension-funded selfinsurance does not eliminate the desirability of some tax-funded unemployment insurance.
We have identified the factors on which the optimal degree of pension-funded selfinsurance depends. Although our analysis suggests a heavy reliance on pension-funded
self-insurance and argues for the relevance of integration, there are some limiting
circumstances under which integration is not welfare enhancing. This paper also identifies
the conditions under which this is the case.
Regardless of the motivation for public pension programs, they have become a part of
the basic policy frameworks of all advanced industrial countries, and increasingly of
countries in the developing world. The political processes which shape those programs are
complex, and there is no reason to believe that the resulting social security programs are
necessarily optimal, in any sense. This paper can be looked at in another way: it suggests
that a simple reform, allowing for the limited borrowing against public pension savings,
may be welfare enhancing.69
When there are multiple risks (including the risk of multiple bouts of unemployment),
again some reliance on pension-funded self-insurance is in general desirable. The
integrated lifetime insurance system can always generate a welfare gain from allowing a
common pool of pension savings to be shared to finance the benefits for those facing
various shocks. The general principle naturally leads to the suggestion of a fully integrated
lifetime insurance system through a joint individual account, an extension of the Provident
Fund of Singapore and Malaysia, where major risks including disability and health are
integrated with the public pensions program.

Appendix A. Supplementary data
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at
doi:10.1016/j.jpubeco.2004.12.007.
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